Christmas 2018
CELEBRATE THE SEASON IN STYLE
Perfect gifts for yourself or someone special

EXCLUSIVELY FROM THE Concorde COLLECTION
www.concordecollection.com
Dear Friend,

Capture the magic of the season with perfect gifts for yourself or someone special from the 2018 Concorde Collection Christmas Catalog.

I am very pleased to present our latest original works of art by award-winning jewelry designers featuring treasures for everyone on your gift list. There's jewelry to dazzle at holiday celebrations, the latest fashion trends to treasures from the Emerald Isles and sparkling inspirations of love and hope. Something for everyone — no matter what your interest. Each piece is a Concorde Collection Exclusive and comes with our 60-day satisfaction guarantee.

Make this holiday season your most memorable and give that special someone (yourself included) a gift they'll remember always.

Wishing you and yours a Happy Holiday.

Fran Seftel
Design Director

P.S. If you wish, you may call us anytime at 1-800-276-8429 or visit us at www.concordecollection.com

Enchanting and spellbinding…..

**CAPTURE THE MAGIC**

2½ Carat “GemPerfect” Tourmaline Gemstone… White Topaz… solid Sterling Silver

An alluring fancy cut Teal Tourmaline GemPerfect center stone is embraced by a free-form setting ablaze with sparkling White Topaz. An exquisite design by Master Jeweler Thomas Sota that will “magically” capture attention!

RING…CMGR…$49.50

Inspired by one of America’s most acclaimed designers …

**LOUIS C. TIFFANY INSPIRED GRAPEVINE RING**

Amethyst color Swarovski® Crystal… Sparkling Cubic Zirconia… 14K Gold… solid Sterling Silver

This ring by Master Jeweler Thomas Sota is inspired by the magnificent stained-glass artistry of renowned American artist Louis Comfort Tiffany. This new and original work of art captures the essence of this great American artist’s “pursuit of beauty”. Artfully textured 14K Gold plated leaves are accented with Amethyst colored Swarovski® crystal and sparkling CZ. Celebrate the beauty of nature with this jewelry treasure.

RING…LCTR…$45
New Arrivals

MIRACLE OF HOPE
FLORAL “CLIMBING” EARRINGS

White Topaz… 14K Rose Gold… solid Sterling Silver
Where flowers bloom so does hope. Award-winning designer Marjorie Andes has created these delicate 14K Rose Gold plated floral blossom Sterling Silver earrings as a symbol of hope for the cure for breast cancer. Officially authorized by National Breast Cancer Foundation, Inc.®

EARRINGS…#MHFE…$45

IN THE SPOTLIGHT HALO RING

2 Carats of sparkling Cubic Zirconia… solid Sterling Silver
Brilliant “halo” style ring featuring a sparkling 1½ carat CZ center stone surrounded by a circle of prong set rounds and a shank with additional glistening stones. This exquisite design by Master Jeweler Thomas Sota is sure to guarantee you’ll be the center of attention!

RING…#SPZR…$49.50

“My joy is found in life’s journey with you…

“TOGETHER FOREVER”
JEWELED RING

White Topaz… 14K Gold… solid Sterling Silver
A stunning design by Donna Lee with a Sterling Silver band paved with glittering White Topaz beautifully interwoven with a band of 14K Gold plating. A beautiful and heartfelt symbol of your journey together… engraved with the words “Always”.

RING…#TFJR…$55

Express your passion for fashion…

NOUVEAU FLAIR
STERLING SILVER RING

White Topaz… solid Sterling Silver
Make a fashion statement with this unique design by Marjorie Andes. An exquisite high polished contemporary Sterling Silver band design is countered with a bold ribbed pattern and a center curve set with brilliant White Topaz. Stylish and Elegant.

RING…#NFR…$45

ORDER TOLL FREE 1-800-276-8429
New Arrivals

Sun Kissed and Exotic…

TAHITIAN GARDENIA RING
White Topaz...14K Gold...solid Sterling Silver
This delicate floral design evokes the lush Tahitian tropics where flourishing gardenias represent the purity of love and a gentle wave captures a sunbeam. “Be Lovely” with this Sterling Silver lavishly plated 14K Gold ring by designer Donna Lee.
RING…#TGR…$45

PRECIOUS EARTH DIAMOND RING
Genuine Diamonds...14K Gold...solid Sterling Silver
A graceful lavishly plated 14K Gold fern leaf accented with genuine Diamonds unfurls in its quest to reach the light of the sun. This artful design by Marjorie Andes symbolizes the delicate balance of nature and life on earth and the need to secure a healthy future for generations to come.
RING…#PELR…$45

IMAGINE the world as one…

LOVE’S HARMONY RING
White Topaz...14K Gold...solid Sterling Silver
Music is the universal message of love, harmony and peace. Award-winning designer Marjorie Andes has created this new lyrical design with a lavishly plated 14K musical symbol hand-set with sparkling White Topaz and a tiny heart accent to express the hope for unity.
RING…#LHR…$37.50
New Arrivals

**TENNIS BRACELET COLLECTION**

Three versatile styles…
sparking Cubic Zirconia…
lavishly platted in Sterling Silver

A. 3 Carats of sparkling round Cubic Zirconia links with a charming center station.
**BRACELET…#ELOF...$45**

B. 1 ½ Carats of heart shaped links with round Cubic Zirconia.
**BRACELET…#ELOH...$37.50**

C. 8 Carats of elegant square-cut brilliant Cubic Zirconia.
**BRACELET…#ELOC...$49.50**

Our Tennis Bracelet Collection is distinguished by craftsmanship and timeless design created by designer Marjorie Andes. Versatile enough for every day, special occasions, or a day at the tennis court! Tennis anyone? Available in size 7” and 8”

---

**SMALL MIRACLES HONEY BEE DIAMOND STACKING RING**

Genuine Cognac Diamond…Genuine White Diamond…14K Gold…Solid Sterling Silver

Even the smallest of God’s creatures perform amazing miracles as symbolized by this tiny bee flitting from flower to flower pollinating new life. Designer Marjorie Andes has artfully crafted this Sterling Silver two ring set with a delicately sculpted bee and florals accented with a genuine Cognac and White Diamond and 14K Gold accents.

**BEE RING w/WHITE DIAMOND…#BWDR...$37.50**

**FLOWER RING w/COGNAC DIAMOND…#FCDR...$37.50**

**ORDER THE COMPLETE SET AND SAVE 20%**

2-RING SET…#HBDR...$60
Lift your spirits with the warm rays of sunshine…

**JEWELLED SUNFLOWER COLLECTIO**

Black Diamond...Swarovski® Yellow Crystal...
Enamel...14K Gold...Sterling Silver

As immortalized in Vincent Van Gogh’s most famous painting, the vibrant sunflower is truly one of nature’s most intriguing creations. These Diamond centered creations plated with 14K Gold by Jeweler Anna Kang are sure to brighten your day!

**BRACELET...** #JFWB...$60
Bracelet lavishly plated in 14K Gold. Available in sizes available in size 7" and 8".

He loves me, he loves me not…

**A FIELD OF DAISIES**

**DIAMOND RING**

Genuine Diamond...Swarovski® Crystal...Hand-Painted Enamel...14K Gold...solid Sterling Silver

Sunny fields brimming with daisies inspired this charming Sterling Silver ring by Marjorie Andes. Daisy clusters with hand painted white enamel petals with genuine Diamond accents and sparkling yellow Swarovski® crystals lavishly plated in 14K Gold.

**RING...** #FDER...$55

**1/10 CARAT CITRINE...** #SWCR...$29.50
**1/2 CARAT FIRE OPAL RING...** #SWPR...$35
**1/3 CARAT BLUE TOPAZ...** #SWTR...$35

**ORDER THE COMPLETE SET AND SAVE 25%**
**SET...** #SWSR...$75

The wonder of life in the desert…

**“MIRACLES OF THE DESERT SKY” JEWELLED STACKING RING SET**

GemPerfect™ Fire Opal, Citrine, and Blue Topaz Gemstones...
14K Gold...solid Sterling Silver

The blazing sun and the rains from the heavens bring forth the miracle of colorful wild flowers in the desert. Each intricately detailed ring by Designer Donna Lee can be worn separately or in combination to inspire your day.
All the buzz…

**SUMMER MAGIC DIAMOND Ring**
*Genuine Diamond…solid Sterling Silver*

The enchantment of a summer night under a silvery moon is captured in lustrous Sterling Silver in this bold and fashionable ring by award-winning designer Donna Lee. The delicate dragonfly suspended in flight comes alive with accents of Diamond and sparkling beading.

RING…#SMDR…$45

---

**THE STAR OF PARIS….“ÉTOILE PARISIENNE” Ring**

1 Carat “GemPerfect” Sapphire Gemstones…White Topaz…14K Gold…solid Sterling Silver

This dramatic ring from 1910 Paris, an era of outstanding luxury in jewelry design and the birth of the Art Deco style, is lavishly plated in 14K Gold and features a gem intensive center star shining in the “City of Light” and elicits the response “C’est magnifique!”

RING…#FXER…$55

---

**NOUVEAU TWIST RING**
*White Topaz…14K Gold…solid Sterling Silver*

A passion for fashion is evident in this unique creation by Designer Donna Lee. A stunning contemporary “Twist” design features multiple bands lavishly plated with 14K Gold and a center diagonal accent of sparkling White Topaz.

RING…#TWR…$49.50

---

**WINTER WONDERLAND DIAMOND COLLECTION**
*Genuine Diamonds…solid Sterling Silver*

The magical beauty of a winter’s snow is captured in Sterling Silver for this bold ring and pendant by award-winning designer Donna Lee. A frosty branch sparkling with Sterling Silver and Diamond accents signals the arrival of winter’s paradise. A complementary 18” Diamond cut cable chain is included with the pendant.

RING…#WWDR…$45
EARRINGS…#WWDE…$55
PENDANT…#WWDP…$55

---

PLEASE MAIL PROMPTLY
Be the queen of your day…

“QUEEN OF HEARTS” STACKING RING SET

White Topaz…14K Gold…solid Sterling Silver

Rule your world as you wear these charming gem laden stacking rings by Designer Marjorie Andes, combined to create a royal crown…and make you feel like a queen! The set includes a delicately sculpted petite tiara, a band of Golden hearts, and a White Topaz pavé band ring.

Order the Complete Set and Save!
3 RING SET…#QHSR…$75

TIARA BAND…#TBB…$29.50
GOLDEN HEARTS BAND…#GHB…$29.50
WHITE TOPAZ PAVÉ BAND…#WPB…$29.50

Experience the romance

SHAKESPEARE’S LOVE SONNET RING

Amethysts...heart-shaped Garnets...
solid Sterling Silver

Inspired by the classical romance of Romeo and Juliet, this enchanting ring created by designer Marjorie Andes symbolizes the romantic union of two hearts as they become one.

RING…#SLSR…$49.50

Memories to forever hold in your heart…

“FOREVER YOURS” HEART RING

White Topaz…14K Gold…solid Sterling Silver

The memories of love that lasts forever inspired this fashionable band ring created by designer Marjorie Andes. Three petite hearts each set with brilliant White Topaz float within this solid Sterling Silver ring plated with 14K Gold.

RING…#FYR…$49.50
Believe in Miracles® Collection

White Topaz…14K Gold…solid Sterling Silver

As we observe with awe God’s creation of a perfect blossom unfolding its petals, glistening with dewdrops to the first Golden rays of the sun, we open ourselves to the belief that with God’s power anything is possible. This artfully sculpted Sterling Silver collection by master jeweler Thomas Sota is lavishly coated with 14K Gold and sparkling with White Topaz are constant reminders of heaven’s promise of love and hope. A complementary 18” Sterling Silver chain is included with the pendant. Bracelet available in size 7” and 8”.

A. PENDANT…..#BEMP…$45
B. EARRINGS…..#BEME…$45
C. ETERNITY RING…#BMER…$45
D. BRACELET…..#BEMB…$95
E. PENDANT…#BMEC…$49.50
F. RING.............#BEMR…$45

Belief and hope in the wondrous power of God

Believe in Miracles®

Sky Blue Topaz…solid Sterling Silver

When you open your eyes to see the significance of life’s many miracles, you begin to understand that we are blessed with the power to touch each other’s lives. This Sterling Silver ring by master jeweler Thomas Sota, features a sparkling oval sky Blue Topaz engraved with the words “BELIEVE IN MIRACLES” along the frame.

RING…#BMIR…$45

ORDER TOLL FREE 1-800-276-8429
“May you have love that never ends, And may God send love again and again.”

**THE IRISH BLESSING ETERNITY COLLECTION**

1/4 Carat Emeralds…Diamonds…
solid Sterling Silver

The beautiful and timeless Irish Blessing is the inspiration of these symbols of eternal love. Designer Marjorie Andes created this collection with petite emerald clovers accented with genuine Diamonds in a delightful filigreed setting. A treasure of love and good fortune inspired by the Emerald Isle.

**RING…#IBER…$55**

**LOCKET…#IBHL…$75**

**EARRINGS…#IBEE…$55**

**BRACELET…#IBEB…$95**

“…My soul will rest in your embrace…”

**LOVE’S ETERNAL EMBRACE RING**

Marquise-cut White Topaz…14K Gold…
solid Sterling Silver

A ring by Designer Marjorie Andes, as beautiful as the joy of an embrace from the one you love.

**RING…#CONR…$49.50**

**Ribbons Of Hope Diamond Eternity Ring**

Diamonds…Enamel…
14K Rose Gold…solid Sterling Silver

Dedicated to the courage of all women whose lives have been touched by breast cancer. This special ring accented with 14K Rose Gold by designer Majorie Andes represents eternal life and hope in the fight against breast cancer.

**RING…#RHER…$45**
LOVE EVERLASTING ETERNITY COLLECTION
1¼ Carat White Topaz…14K Gold…solid Sterling Silver
RING…#LGER…$45
EARRINGS…#LGEE…$49.50

A gift of eternal love...
Like leaves on an endless vine, true love is timeless, eternal, and knows no boundaries. A true expression of never-ending love...for yourself or for someone you love by Master Jeweler Thomas Sota.

PENDANT…(18" chain included)#LGEP…$49.50
BRACELET…#LGEB…$75
Bracelet lavishly plated in Sterling Silver and 14K Gold. Available in size 7” and 8”.

WWW.CONCORDECOLLECTION.COM
IRISH CLADDAGH SPOON RING
Emerald...CZs...solid Sterling Silver
A creative new interpretation of the centuries old Irish Claddagh tradition representing love, loyalty, and friendship. The popular spoon style bypass ring created by Designer Marjorie Andes is artfully embellished with Celtic design accents and sparkling gemstones.
RING...#ICSR...$45

A treasure of love inspired by the Emerald Isle...
THE RING OF ETERNAL LOVE
Genuine Emeralds...Diamond...24K Gold...solid Sterling Silver
The “Claddagh Ring” has been the gift of lasting love and eternal friendship in the Emerald Isle for over 400 years. Award-winning designer Marjorie Andes creates this intricately sculptured ring featuring the hands of friendship, clutching a heart of love with 3 fully faceted Emeralds (1/4 Carat) and a crown of loyalty accented with a genuine Diamond.
RING...#REL...$49.50

May our hands be clasped forever,
Our promised loyalty not stray,
Our hearts forever joined in love
And good fortune fill our days

THE IRISH PROMISE
CLADDAGH COLLECTION
Diamonds...Enamel...14K Gold...Sterling Silver
The Claddagh has been the gift of lasting love and eternal friendship in the Emerald Isle for over 400 years. Kelly green enamel and petite shamrocks complete this charming collection by Designer Marjorie Andes. Bracelet lavishly plated in Sterling Silver and 14K Gold.
RING.........#CER...$45
PENDANT...#CERP...$45
(18" chain included)
EARRINGS....#CERE...$45
BRACELET...#CERB...$60

Bracelet available in size 7" and 8".
“May God give you…
For every storm, a rainbow,
For every tear, a smile…
For every care, a promise…
And an answer for each prayer.”

**THE IRISH PRAYER COLLECTION**

Four precious Emeralds…
White Topaz…24K Gold…
solid Sterling Silver

Be comforted and inspired with this collection by Designer Marjorie Andes exquisitely detailed with petite heart filigree that symbolizes faith, divine love and the power of prayer.

**CROSS PENDANT… #IPCC…$55**  
(18” chain included)

**EARRINGS… #IPRE…$55**

**PENDANT… #IPCP…$55**  
(18” chain included)

**RING… #IPR…$45**

**BRACELET… #IPRB…$75**  
Bracelet lavishly plated in Sterling Silver and 14K Gold. Available in size 7 and 8.”

“My Wild Irish Rose,
The sweetest flower that grows,
dearer by far than the world’s brightest star…

**MY WILD IRISH ROSE CAMEO COLLECTION**

Celtic Green Cameo…Enamel…
14K Gold…solid Sterling Silver

A truly romantic design by Designer Marjorie Andes that relates the story about the love for an Irish lass who compares with the beauty of the Wild Irish Rose. Wear this captivating ring to enhance the Irish beauty in you! Bracelet lavishly plated in Sterling Silver and 14K Gold.

**RING… #WIRC…$55**

**PENDANT… (18” chain included)... #WIRP…$55**

**BRACELET… #WIRB…$60**  
Bracelet available in size 7” and 8”.

PLEASE MAIL PROMPTLY
**Live life to the fullest, Laugh to fill your life with joy, Love with all of your heart**

**LIVE, LAUGH, LOVE RING**

White Topaz... solid Sterling Silver

Reminding you that you have only one life to live – so live it to the fullest! A fashionable ring by Designer Marjorie Andes for yourself or for a sister of the heart that says, “You go for it, girl!”

RING... #LLL... $49.50

**Celtic magic and romance...**

**THE MYSTIC FIRE LOVE KNOT RING**

Mystic Fire Green Topaz hand-set in solid Sterling Silver

Capture a little Celtic magic with this alluring Sterling Silver ring by designer Marjorie Andes. A Celtic love knots frame an exquisite Mystic Fire Green Topaz center stone that blazes with flashes of purple sparkle.

RING... #MFL... $49.50

**Love that lasts forever...**

**THE CIRCLE OF LOVE RING**

White Topaz... 14K Gold... solid Sterling Silver

Celebrate the circle of love with this Sterling Silver design by Master Jeweler Thomas Sota. This ring features ½ carats of sparkling White Topaz and lavishly plated in 14K Gold in a scrolled setting. The inside is engraved with the word “Forever” as a token of love and devotion.

RING... #COL... $45
Family

A symbol of enduring love…

MY DAUGHTER, THE HEART OF MY HEART

Genuine Diamonds…24K Gold…solid Sterling Silver

In a Mother's heart there is a special place for the love of her daughter. Designer Marjorie Andes captures this unbreakable bond with this Sterling Silver ring with intertwined hearts accented with Diamonds and 24K Gold plating. Matching 18" chain included with pendant.

RING…#MDHR…$39.50
PENDANT…#MDHH…$45
EARRINGS…#MDHE…$45

You’re the most beautiful thing I keep in my Heart…

MOTHER AND DAUGHTER HEARTS OF LOVE RING

Heart-shaped White Topaz…14K Rose Gold…solid Sterling Silver

A token of the special relationship between mother and daughter is elegantly expressed as two hearts form a charming bow in this ring lavishly plated in 14K Rose Gold, designed by Marjorie Andes.

RING…#BOWR…$37.50

Live, Laugh, and Love…

SISTERS AT HEART DIAMOND RING

Genuine Diamonds…24K Gold…solid Sterling Silver

Just like sisters, the hearts form a never ending connection and their image is mirrored on a Golden background as a true reflection of love. Marjorie Andes has created this sentimental ring in Sterling Silver with 24K Gold plating and genuine Diamond accents.

RING…#SHDR…$45

A precious symbol of love, friendship, and harmony

THE FAMILY TREE OF LIFE RING

Diamond…14K Gold…solid Sterling Silver

Through good times and hard times, family is always there to offer love and support. A special treasure by Designer Donna Lee to cherish and wear forever.

RING…FHR..$45

ORDER TOLL FREE 1-800-276-8429
Black & White COLLECTION

Nostalgia and Passion are always the fashion!…

VICTORIAN LOVERS’ DIAMOND COLLECTION
Genuine Diamond… Enamel… solid Sterling Silver

A vintage Victorian masterpiece by Marjorie Andes featuring a genuine Diamond set in a black enameled heart in Sterling Silver. With the delicately sculpted florals and beading, this ring (or Pendant) is sure to become a treasured heirloom. A complimentary 18” chain is included.

RING…#VLR…$45
PENDANT…#VLP…$45
EARRINGS…#VLE…$45

VICTORIAN LACE DIAMOND RING
Genuine Diamond… Black Onyx… solid Sterling Silver

A romantic Victorian treasure featuring a genuine Diamond and Black Onyx with the delicate look of Victorian lace. A vintage keepsake design in Sterling Silver by Marjorie Lee Andes.

RING…#VLR…$45

SPARKING SOPHISTICATION…

MIDNIGHT IN PARIS JEWELED RING
2 Carat White Topaz…
Black Swarovski® Crystal… solid Sterling Silver

Parisian style at its best! Embrace the City of Lights with this dramatic creation by Donna Lee. This ring features a sparkling 2 carat White Topaz surrounded by a swirl of 20 midnight black Swarovski® crystals.

RING…#MIPR…$49.50
Elegance and Sophistication…

**EVENING MAGIC NECKLACE**

Genuine Cultured Black and White Pearls…
Swarovski® Crystals… solid Sterling Silver

The luminous glow of the Black and White genuine cultured pearls are accented with Swarovski® crystal roundels in this elegant design by Bryan Revy. Classical elegance!

**NECKLACE…#SNDN…$45**

**PUTTING ON THE RITZ BOW RING**

Genuine Diamond…Swarovski® Crystal…
solid Sterling Silver

Feel the glamour with this elegant bow design by Master Jeweler Thomas Sota. This elegant ring features Swarovski® Black Crystal pave with a genuine Diamond accent in solid Sterling Silver.

**RING…#PRBW…$55**

Dancing through life cheek to cheek…

**“NIGHT AND DAY, YOU ARE THE ONE” RING**

Black Spinel…White Topaz…solid Sterling Silver

It’s “love at first sight” proving once again that opposites attract. Fall in love all over again with this charming ring by Designer Marjorie Andes!

**RING…#NDOR…$45**

Fashion sense that’s ahead of the pack…

**WILD ABOUT ZEBRA PRINTS!**

Faceted Black Onyx…Enamel…solid Sterling Silver

Award-winning designer Donna Lee creates a dramatic black and white zebra print in Sterling Silver and Enamel centered with a checkerboard-cut Black Onyx. A striking and trendy accessory that is sure to add excitement to your wardrobe.

**RING…#ZBR…$55**
Wedding Collection

An enduring symbol of love and devotion…

The Irish Claddagh
Gold Wedding Collection

Sparkling White Topaz…solid Sterling Silver
lavished with 14K Gold

“With these hands I give you my heart and crown it with love” is the sentiment of the Claddagh wedding ring tradition. Wear this special ring by Designer Marjorie Andes as a symbol of everlasting love.

I Carat Engagement Ring…#IDGE…$55
½ Carat Wedding Band…#IDBB…$45

Order both rings and Save!
COMPLETE 2-PC. SET…#IDGS…$90

2 Carat Stud Earrings…#ICGG…$45

Special
Order both rings and Save 25%!
COMPLETE 2-PC. SET…#ICGS…$75

I Do…Love You!
Gold Edition Wedding Set

White Topaz…solid Sterling Silver
lavished with 14K Gold

Express your eternal love and devotion with this exquisite wedding set by Master Jeweler Thomas Sota. “I Do…Love You” is beautifully engraved on each ring.

Order both rings and Save!
COMPLETE 2-PC. SET…#IDGS…$90

1 Carat Engagement Ring…#IDGE…$55
½ Carat Wedding Band…#IDBB…$45

18 Satisfaction Guaranteed for 60 Days
A gift of eternal love...

**LOVE EVERLASTING WEDDING SET**
White Topaz...14K Gold...solid Sterling Silver

Like leaves on an endless vine, true love is timeless, eternal, and knows no boundaries. A true expression of never-ending love...for yourself or for someone you love by Master Jeweler Thomas Sota.

2 1/4 CARAT ENGAGEMENT RING...#MLER...$55
1/4 CARAT WEDDING BAND...#MLWB...$35

**The joy of perfect love...**

**THE MIRACLE OF LOVE WEDDING SET**
White Topaz...solid Sterling Silver lavishly plated with Platinum

Love is a wonder, a precious gift that brings to you your most precious companion in life. Celebrate the miracle of true love with this meticulously crafted wedding set designed by Master Jeweler Thomas Sota with every detail to be a marvel to behold.

1¼ CARAT ENGAGEMENT RING...#MLER...$55
½ CARAT WEDDING BAND...#MLWB...$35

**Order both rings and Save!**
COMPLETE 2-PC SET...MLWS...$75

---

**Fit for a Queen...**

**THE ROYAL WEDDING SET**
White Topaz...solid Sterling Silver lavishly plated with Platinum

Inspired by the opulent splendor of the jewels of the Royal Crown, an exquisite princess cut center stone engagement ring is adorned by delicate hearts and snuggly fits into a “tiara” inspired wedding ring jacket by Master Jeweler Thomas Sota. A dazzling wedding set truly fit for a Queen!

2 CARAT ENGAGEMENT RING...#RWER...$55
2½ CARAT RING AND JACKET...#RWS...$85

**Order Both and Save!**
COMPLETE 2-PC SET...#LWS...$75

---

**PLEASE MAIL PROMPTLY**
The color of royalty...

THE ROYAL SAPPHIRE WEDDING SET
Sparkling White Topaz...created Blue Sapphire... solid Sterling Silver lavishly plated with Platinum

There is nothing more captivating than the deep blue color of a Sapphire accented bridal ring by Master Jeweler Thomas Sota. A favorite of royal families for centuries, this mesmerizing color has become a popular favorite with today’s brides, royal or not! A wedding set fit for a Queen!

2 CARAT ENGAGEMENT RING…#RSER…$65
¼ CARAT WEDDING BAND…#RSWB…$35
Order both rings and Save!
COMPLETE 2-PC. SET…#RSWS…$85

True love is perfect harmony...

SYMPHONY OF LOVE WEDDING SET
White Topaz...solid Sterling Silver lavishly plated with Platinum

Like the music of a symphony this glorious wedding set by Master Jeweler Thomas Sota is an enduring symbol of romantic and harmonious love. A melodic duet that makes for a virtuoso ensemble.

3 ½ CARAT ENGAGEMENT RING…#SLRE…$55
½ CARAT WEDDING BAND…#SLRB…$35
Order both rings and Save!
COMPLETE 2-PC. SET…#SLRS…$75

“If I could plant a flower every time I missed you, I could walk through my garden forever…”

“LOVE GROWS” JEWELED WEDDING SET
White Topaz...solid Sterling Silver lavishly plated with 14K Rose Gold

Love begins as a tiny seedling that grows and bursts into a beautiful blossom. These Rings by Master jeweler Thomas Sota are a symbol of love that grows deeper and stronger with each passing year.

1 CARAT ENGAGEMENT RING…#LGJE…$50
1¼ CARAT WEDDING BAND…#LGJB…$40
Order both rings and Save!
COMPLETE 2-PC. SET…#LGJS…$75

There is nothing more captivating than the deep blue color of a Sapphire accented bridal ring by Master Jeweler Thomas Sota. A favorite of royal families for centuries, this mesmerizing color has become a popular favorite with today’s brides, royal or not! A wedding set fit for a Queen!

2 CARAT ENGAGEMENT RING…#RSER…$65
¼ CARAT WEDDING BAND…#RSWB…$35
Order both rings and Save!
COMPLETE 2-PC. SET…#RSWS…$85

True love is perfect harmony...

SYMPHONY OF LOVE WEDDING SET
White Topaz...solid Sterling Silver lavishly plated with Platinum

Like the music of a symphony this glorious wedding set by Master Jeweler Thomas Sota is an enduring symbol of romantic and harmonious love. A melodic duet that makes for a virtuoso ensemble.

3 ½ CARAT ENGAGEMENT RING…#SLRE…$55
½ CARAT WEDDING BAND…#SLRB…$35
Order both rings and Save!
COMPLETE 2-PC. SET…#SLRS…$75

“If I could plant a flower every time I missed you, I could walk through my garden forever…”

“LOVE GROWS” JEWELED WEDDING SET
White Topaz...solid Sterling Silver lavishly plated with 14K Rose Gold

Love begins as a tiny seedling that grows and bursts into a beautiful blossom. These Rings by Master jeweler Thomas Sota are a symbol of love that grows deeper and stronger with each passing year.

1 CARAT ENGAGEMENT RING…#LGJE…$50
1¼ CARAT WEDDING BAND…#LGJB…$40
Order both rings and Save!
COMPLETE 2-PC. SET…#LGJS…$75
**Silver-Plated Charm Bracelet & Spacer Beads**

(Bracelet available in size 7” or 8”)

- BRACELET & 4 SPACERS… #SCCB… $19.50
- SET OF 4 SPACERS… #SCCP… $5

**A. The Dolphin Heart**
- A delicate heart-shaped Blue Topaz… solid Sterling Silver Charm… #DHRC… $27.50

**B. On the Wings of Angels**
- White Topaz… 14K Gold… solid Sterling Silver Charm… #AWRC… $29.50

**C. My Daughter, The Heart of My Heart**
- Diamond… 24K Gold… solid Sterling Silver Charm… #MDHC… $27.50

**D. The Serenity Prayer**
- Genuine Diamond… 24K Gold… solid Sterling Silver Charm… #SPCC… $29.50

**E. Hope for the Cure**
- Believe in Miracles®
  - Pink Topaz… White Topaz… 14K Rose Gold… solid Sterling Silver Charm… #BMCC… $35

**F. “He Walks With Me”**
- Diamond… 14K Gold… solid Sterling Silver Charm… #WWMC… $29.50

**G. The Irish Prayer**
- Four precious Emeralds… White Topaz… 24K Gold… solid Sterling Silver Charm… #IPRC… $29.50

**H. “Footprints in the Sand®”**
- Diamond… 24K Gold… solid Sterling Silver Charm… #FPRC… $29.50

**Believe in Miracles®**
- White Topaz… 14K Gold… solid Sterling Silver Charm… #BEMC… $29.50

**Guardian Angel**
- Azure Blue Cameo… 14K Gold… solid Sterling Silver Charm… #GACC… $29.50

**The Irish Promise Claddagh**
- Diamond… Enamel… 14K Gold… solid Sterling Silver Charm… #CERC… $29.50

**The Irish Blessing Eternity**
- ¼ Carat Emerald… Diamond… solid Sterling Silver Charm… #IBEC… $29.50

**ORDER TOLL FREE 1-800-276-8429**

---

**Special Moments Charms Collection**

- A.
- B.
- C.
- D.
- E.
- F.
- G.
- H.
Believe in miracles and celebrate life with this symbol of hope for the cure for breast cancer. A perfect blossom unfolding its petals and glistening with dewdrops in the warmth of the sun is a tribute to the courage of those whose lives have been touched by breast cancer.

By Designer Marjorie Andes

BELIEVE IN MIRACLES®
WINGS OF HOPE RING
White Topaz...Pastel Cameo...14K Gold...solid Sterling Silver
A graceful cameo butterfly alighting upon finely sculpted flowers lifts spirits and carries hope to the heavens for those touched by breast cancer. Wear this special ring by Designer Marjorie Andes to show your love and support.

RING...#HBCR...$49.50

RIBBONS OF HOPE COLLECTION
White Topaz...Square-cut Pink Swarovski® Crystals...solid Sterling Silver
This collection by Designer Donna Lee features the iconic “Pink Ribbons” that have become an enduring symbol of the fight against breast cancer. An exquisite tribute to the courage of women whose lives have been touched by breast cancer.

RING...RHPR...$45
EARRINGS...#RHPE...$49.50
A symbol of enduring love…

**HOPE FOR THE CURE**
**BELIEVE IN MIRACLES®**
**CAMEO RING & PENDANT**

White Topaz…Pink Cameo…solid Sterling Silver

A symbol of belief and hope for the cure for breast cancer blooms in this perfect blossom by Designer Marjorie Andes, and is a tribute to the courage of those whose lives have been touched by breast cancer.

RING…#HHHR…$39.50

---

Lighting the way to a cure for breast cancer,
An eternal flame for loved ones lost…

**BELIEVE IN MIRACLES®**

**FLAME OF HOPE RING**

White Topaz…Pink Faceted Crystal…solid Sterling Silver

An eternal flame of custom-cut Pink Crystal captured in this artfully sculpted Sterling Silver ring, accented with sparkling White Topaz, hope for a cure for breast cancer. An original design by Marjorie Andes is a beacon of hope and inspiration.

RING…#BMFR…$55

---

A community joined in the spirit of love and hope…..

**HEARTS FOR HOPE RING**

White Topaz…heart-shaped ¾ Carat created Pink Sapphire…solid Sterling Silver

Support victims and survivors of breast cancer with this Sterling Silver ring by Designer Marjorie Andes symbolizing the circle of constant caring and love from family and friends. Wear this ring and be reminded that we gain strength from the love of others, and we gain courage from those we love unconditionally.

RING…#HCCR…$65
PENDANT…(w/18” chain)…
#HCCP…$65

---

A celebration of the miracles of life, and the courage to face each day with a joyful heart! An original design by Marjorie Andes is a symbol of hope for those touched by breast cancer.

**HOPE’S EMBRACE JEWELED BANGLE BRACELET**

White Topaz…14K Rose Gold accents…Sterling Silver plating

A celebration of the miracles of life, and the courage to face each day with a joyful heart! An original design by Marjorie Andes is a symbol of hope for those touched by breast cancer.

BRACELET…
#HFCB…$60
Bracelet available in size 7” and 8”.

---
Faith & Inspiration

A token of his eternal presence...

“HE WALKS WITH ME” COLLECTION

Diamond...
14K Gold...solid Sterling Silver

The comforting words of a favorite hymn...a cross and tiny footprints...remind us of his eternal presence and guidance. The back of the pendant and the ring by Master Jeweler Thomas Sota are beautifully engraved with the phrase, “He walks with me.”

PENDANT...(18” chain included)...#WWM...$45
EARRINGS...#WWME...$45  RING...#WWMR...$45

Love keeps lifting you higher...

ON THE WINGS OF LOVE RING

½ Carat White Topaz...14K Gold...solid Sterling Silver
The ability to love and be loved is one of Heaven’s greatest gifts. Designer Donna Lee has created this beautifully sculpted ring with sparkling angel wings and a heart shaped White Topaz center stone. Sterling Silver selectively plated with 14K Gold.

RING...#WOLR...$39.50

Wherever you go, whatever you do,  May your Guardian Angel watch over you!

GUARDIAN ANGEL CAMEO COLLECTION

Azure Blue Cameo...14K Gold...solid Sterling Silver
A perfectly sculpted angel’s outstretched hands offer guidance, protection, and love from above as you travel on life’s journeys. This collection created by Designer Marjorie Andes is a perfect gift for those you cherish in your life. Bracelet lavishly plated in Sterling Silver and 14K Gold.

RING...#GACR...$55
PENDANT... (18” chain included)  #GACP...$55
EARRINGS...  #GACE...$55
BRACELET...#GACB...$60
Bracelet available in size 7” and 8”.

SATISFACTION GUARANTEED FOR 60 DAYS
Bringing you comfort and peace...

**ON THE WINGS OF ANGELS**

*White Topaz... 14K Gold... solid Sterling Silver*

Angels watch over and protect us, carry our hopes and our prayers to heaven above, and teach us unconditional love. This collection by Designer Remy Rotenire will bring peace and comfort to your heart.

**RING**... #AWR...$45

**PENDANT**...
(18” chain included)
#AWP...$49.50

**EARRINGS**...#AWE...$49.50

**BRACELET** #AWRB...$85

Bracelet available in size 7” and 8”.

---

God grant me the serenity to accept the things I cannot change; courage to change the things I can; and wisdom to know the difference.

**SERENITY PRAYER COLLECTION**

*Genuine Diamond... 24K Gold... Sterling Silver*

Behold the spirit of God and his eternal message of peace and acceptance in this collection by Designer Donna Lee.

**PENDANT**... (18” chain included)
#SPC...$49.50

**RING**...#SPCR...$45

---

*Whenever you need me…*

**I’LL BE THERE SILVER RING**

*Genuine Diamond... White Topaz... 24K Gold... Sterling Silver*

Symbols of faith adorn this beautifully sculpted Sterling Silver ring with 24K Gold plated accents created by Marjorie Andes. A silver cross hand-set with a Diamond, accent heart and sparkling White Topaz remind us of God’s constant protection and love.

**RING**...#IBTR...$45

---

*Whenever you need me…*

**“FOOTPRINTS IN THE SAND” DIAMOND RING**

*Diamonds... 24K Gold... solid Sterling Silver*

The special words “when you saw only one set of footprints, it was then I carried you” tell of a love as constant as the surf’s eternal ebb and flow upon the sand. This Sterling Silver ring by Master Jeweler Thomas Sota has embodied this image with a Diamond accented wave cresting against footprints embedded in the sand. A precious reminder that we are never alone.

**RING**...#FPR...$49.50

---

**PLEASE MAIL PROMPTLY**
Forever
Treasures that bloom

**A colorful garden of vibrant blossoms…**

**GARDEN PARTY JEWELED STACKING RINGS**

Genuine Yellow Diamond…White Topaz…14K Rose Gold and Yellow Gold…solid Sterling Silver

Set the fashion mood with this gala Garden Party Jeweled ring set featuring petite flower blossoms accented with sparkling gemstones lavishly plated in 14K Rose and Yellow Gold. An unbelievable value in solid Sterling Silver by Designer Marjorie Andes.

RING…#GPRS…$75

**The sparkle of love and romance**

**THE MOONLIGHT AND ROSES RING**

White Topaz…14K Rose Gold…solid Sterling Silver

Say “I love you” with this beautifully crafted ring by master jeweler Thomas Sota featuring a dozen pink roses bathed in moonbeams. Each rose is intricately sculpted in Sterling Silver with 14K Rose Gold plating and sparkling White Topaz accents.

RING…#MRR…$55

**A miracle of life blooms under the midnight sky**

**THE MIRACLE OF NIGHT MOONFLOWER RING**

Genuine Diamond…Mother of Pearl…14K Gold…solid Sterling Silver

At night, the white Moonflower blossom magically blooms creating a comforting message that God’s presence will protect us even in darkness. This Sterling Silver design by master jeweler Thomas Sota features a carved Mother of Pearl center stone set with a genuine Diamond with 14K Gold plated prongs surrounded with filigreed leaves and tendrils.

RING…#MFMR…$45

**Nature’s delicate majesty…**

**VIOLETS IN THE SNOW COLLECTION**

Emeralds…Diamond…Amethyst

Inspired by the first blossoms of spring peeking through the late winter’s frost, this breathtaking ring sparkles with the radiance of genuine emeralds, amethysts and a full cut Diamond. This Sterling Silver creation by Marjorie Andes elegantly captures the miracles of spring.

RING…#VSR…$55
EARRINGS…#VSE…$55

26 ORIGINAL DESIGNS EXCLUSIVELY FROM THE CONCORDE COLLECTION
Symbols of Distinction

A stirring symbol of power and glory

**THE AMERICAN EAGLE RING**
Genuine Black Onyx…solid Sterling Silver…Gleaming 24K Gold accents
Master Jeweler Thomas Sota creates this powerful ring featuring the American Eagle…symbol of our nation’s freedom and pride. Masterfully sculpted Sterling Silver with a 24K Gold plated American Eagle set against Black Onyx.

**MEN’S RING…#AMER…$60**

Capturing the power and mystery of the legendary dragon

**EYE OF THE DRAGON**
Genuine Black Onyx and Ruby…Solid Sterling Silver
The strength and mystical spirit of the legendary dragon is captured in this hand sculpted ring by Master Jeweler Thomas Sota. Antiqued Sterling Silver with Black Onyx accented by the dragon’s eye in genuine red Ruby.

**MEN’S RING…#EDR…$60**

**BRAVEHEART**
Genuine Black Onyx…Ruby…solid Sterling Silver
A tribute to the invincible spirit and courage of Sir William Wallace, hero of Scotland. Ancient Scottish knot designs and mythical beasts accent the sword of valor centered by a genuine faceted Ruby.

**MEN’S RING…#BVR…$60**

The power of the Emerald Isle...

**EMERALD ISLE CELTIC CROSS RING**
Genuine Emerald…Jade…24K Gold…Sterling Silver
A distinctive ring created by Master Jeweler Thomas Sota, inspired by a land of spirit, determination and pride. Wear this bold and enduring symbol of Irish pride.

**MEN’S RING…#CCMR…$60**

ORDER TOLL FREE 1-800-276-8429
Shine with the Stars…

Hollywood Rocks®

COLLECTION

Beverly Hills Chic
A 3/4 Carat Honey-Cut Citrine…
White Topaz…14K Gold…solid Sterling Silver
RING…#BHCR…$55

One in a Trillion Ring
3 Carat Apple Quartz…Diamonds…
handset in solid Sterling Silver
RING…#OTR…$50

Twilight Magic Ring
68 Aquamarine Blue and White CZs
set in solid Sterling Silver
RING…#HRTW…$69

Symphony of Gems
2 Carats Pear-shaped Amethyst, Citrine, Peridot
and Blue Topaz…handset in solid Sterling Silver
RING…#SYG…$60

Green Envy Ring
1 1/4 Carats of Green Amethyst accented with
White Topaz…handset in solid Sterling Silver
RING…#GHHR…$49.50

Red Hot Lovers Ring
3 Carats Marquise and Round-cut Garnets…
handset in solid Sterling Silver
RING…#RHR…$75

28 PERFECT GIFTS FOR YOURSELF OR SOMEONE SPECIAL
Step out with Hollywood's finest as you wear one of these bold and beautiful exclusive solid Sterling Silver designer rings. Whether you are walking down the red carpet or lighting up the night—these sparkling sensations are sure to make you feel like a star.

**Ribbons of Gems**
Square-cut Genuine Blue Sapphires... White Topaz... Platinum over solid Sterling Silver
RING...#RGSR...$60

**Celtic Radiance**
3 1/2 Carat Peridot...White Topaz...
Sterling Silver
RING...#X50223...REGULAR $100
NOW ONLY $49.50

**Rock Your World Ring**
4 Carat “GemPerfect” Checkerboard Cut Blue Topaz... sparkling CZs...solid Sterling Silver
RING...#RMWR...$60

**Evening Extravaganza**
2 Carats of sparkling Cubic Zirconias...
hand-set in solid Sterling Silver
RING...#HER...$49.50

**Mardi Gras Celebration Ring**
Genuine Diamond...Swarovski® Crystals...
14K Gold...solid Sterling Silver
RING...#MGSR...$55

**Light Up Your Life**
7 Carat Yellow...White Cubic Zirconia...
Sterling Silver
RING...#X74011...REGULAR $65
NOW ONLY $37.50
A. The Irish Blessing
Love Everlasting Ring
Genuine Emerald...White Topaz...
14K Gold...solid Sterling Silver
RING...#BELR...$49.50
SALE PRICE...$24.75

B. Endless Summer
Gemstone Ring
1 Carat “GemPerfect” Aquamarine Stones...solid Sterling Silver
RING...#ESR...$45
SALE PRICE...$22.50

C. The Royal Wedding Tiara Ring
White Topaz...Solid Sterling Silver
RING...#KRTR...$45
SALE PRICE...$22.50

D. The Promise of Love
Wedding Set
1 ¾ Carat White Topaz...Sterling Silver
RING SET...#PLWS...$75
SALE PRICE...$37.50

E. The Poetry of Love
Eternity Ring
White Topaz...14K Gold...Sterling Silver
RING...#POLR...$49.50
SALE PRICE...$24.75

F. Everlasting Hope
Eternity Band
White Topaz...14K Rose Gold...Solid Sterling Silver
RING...#EVHR...$45
SALE PRICE...$22.50

G. He Walks With Me
Journey Ring
Diamond...14K Gold...Sterling Silver
RING...#HWMR...$45
SALE PRICE...$22.50

H. “May You Always Find Your Way” Diamond Pendant
Genuine Diamond...White Topaz...Mother of Pearl...Sterling Silver
RING...#LFPW...$49.50
SALE PRICE...$24.75

I. The Infinite Love Ring
¾ Carat White Topaz...14K Gold...solid Sterling Silver
RING...#ILR...$45
SALE PRICE...$22.50

J. My Wild Irish Rose Ring
Genuine Emerald...White Topaz...14K Gold...solid Sterling Silver
RING...#WRIR...$49.50
SALE PRICE...$24.75
Select Method of Payment (check one)

☐ Check is enclosed for Total Amount Due of $___________ payable to The Concorde Collection.

☐ Charge the Total Amount Due to my credit card: ☐ VISA ☐ Mastercard

Acct. No. ____________________________________________________________________________

Exp Date [ ] [ ] [ ]

SIGNATURE ________________________________________________________________________

(REQUIRED FOR CREDIT CARD HOLDERS)

NAME ____________________________ PLEASE PRINT CLEARLY

ADDRESS ___________________________________________________________________________

CITY ____________________________ STATE ________ ZIP ____________________________

Email Address ________________________________________________________________________